The Tech it looked as though Our Lady were going too far in assuming that the cost of tennis courts is in danger, but The Tech did say so. But all the opposing comment deals with the evils of Communism and avoids the point at issue.

The Campus looked at the matter in another light also. The Tech and The Comm are the whole furmous is harmless. The girls out at Rochester, however, have taken it more seriously and are on the side of Our Lady. They decided that if The Tech and The Comm couldn't be against against Communism, they could take the position of being against against against against Communism. So there.

OBITUARY

For a TECHNOLOGY HUMOR MAGAZINE

It was with the greatest sorrow that we learned of the passing, by metempsychosis, of Technology's Humor Magazine. No longer will Institute humorists have an outlet, however feeble, for their wit. Science and pastests will be their lot, age-old gags their readers'.

Alas, the supreme effort proved too great. Two issues only could Voo Doo fill unaided. When worn out by the unprecedented effort, she extinguished the torch of real Institute humor, the torch that has burned continuously, if unstably, these twenty years. Unwilling to summon forth the necessary effort, the sick Pussy took the easiest way out, though it was the least honorable. Truer than they ever suspected were the Voo Doo admirers, for "Voo Doo is unfair to Organized Humor." Unfair indeed is one who takes all and contributes nothing.

Technology's Humor Magazine is dead; long live Technology's Chip Sheet!

ISSUES

The opinions expressed in this issue are those of the writer and do not necessarily reflect the editorial policy of The Tech.

FEATHER IN THE CAP OF A SLOW PUCK

The Comm was for against Communism. The fact that Dr. Compton has consented to "mark" (his own word) at its meeting this Monday The subject "The Effects of the Moscow Teachers' Oath Bill which aroused the ire in the field of Comtum is not of the educators when it was passed two weeks ago.

Proceeding by a day a State House hearing is Boston on the same bill. Dr. Compton's "remarks" will be exceedingly timely. Plenty of evidence will be on hand to make sure no duty impose upon them as evidence for the following.

The A. S. U. U. of course, does not view the situation with favor. But their substantial efforts are usually regarded as parity peace. With the privileges added by Dr. Compton, the "protest meeting" may be more enjoyable for some effect upon the legislation. But we doubt it.

Judging from the previous sentiments expressed by the latter body, this legislation is not illegal. This dictates of practical wisdom require a few "flag-waving" by those who would remain in public.

THE LON-GAWND-IT E. F. G. BEER DRAW comes off tomorrow night, and we are not quite sure whether the pull of the past is what has frightened. And why not? Our alma mater's "flag-waving" by those who would represent our country. So there. The Comm, with the evils of Communism and avoids the point at issue.

The A. S. U. U. of course, does not view the situation with favor. But their substantial efforts are usually regarded as parity peace. With the privileges added by Dr. Compton, the "protest meeting" may be more enjoyable for some effect upon the legislation. But we doubt it.

Judging from the previous sentiments expressed by the latter body, this legislation is not illegal. This dictates of practical wisdom require a few "flag-waving" by those who would remain in public.